
Transforming the way 
new therapies reach 
the world
Today’s pharma & life sciences organizations face research and business 
decisions that call for facts from a vast information landscape spanning 
science, global regulatory patterns, market trends, supply chain dynamics 
and healthcare management. Elsevier R&D Solutions deliver those facts, 
but more importantly, they integrate them and support with analytics 
and services to extract relevant insights. Beyond collecting facts, Elsevier 
empowers researchers to explore, predict and unleash knowledge.

R&D Solutions Pharma & Life Sciences



At the threshold of a new era
The pharma and life sciences industries face challenges today 
unlike any other time in history. Knowledge production far outstrips 
personal processing capacity. Value chains span international 
borders and thus regulatory laws. Market and social trends call 
for more effective and affordable healthcare. These challenges are 
complex and can make or break the successful launch of much 
needed therapies.

A transformation is needed. More than accessing information to 
address these challenges, organizations must integrate disparate 
data and capture the multifaceted nature of problems in analytics 
that explore the frontiers of knowledge and predict the outcomes of 
actions. Elsevier’s R&D Solutions for Pharma & Life Sciences are an 
ecosystem of knowledge and analytics products that take enterprises 
from data to insights. Here’s how.
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PharmaPendium: Scrutinize targets in light of regulatory experience 
with approved therapies

Biology Knowledge Graph 
Leverage interconnected biological 
cause-and-effect relationships to 
evaluate and select targets

Entellect
Insights begin 
with reusable 
data. Access 
and integrate 
proprietary, 
Elsevier and 
third-party data 
to enable insights 
and innovation

Elsevier 
Professional 
Services
Partner with our 
team of data 
science and 
domain-specific 
experts to help 
customize, 
structure and 
solve complex 
data challenges

Target 
identification 
& validation

Reaxys Medicinal Chemistry: Substantiate target-molecule 
relationships with quality compound property data

ScienceDirect & Scopus: Capture the full scope and trends in 
research on diseases, targets or biomarkers

PharmaPendium: Enhance lead profiles and assay parameter 
selection with data from existing clinical trials

Reaxys
Gain insights from compound 
properties to advance leads quickly 
and safely; use AI to find successful 
synthesis routes 

Reaxys Medicinal Chemistry
Tap into normalized data and 
powerful visualizations to predict the 
behavior of leads in biological context

From hit 
identification 
to lead 
optimizationBiology Knowledge Graph: Design and troubleshoot assay 

development with insights from biological networks

ScienceDirect & Scopus: Stay informed about market and research 
trends that impact lead compound prioritization

Reaxys Medicinal Chemistry: Anticipate behavior of compounds in 
pre-clinical models to prevent later-stage failures

PharmaPendium
Inform critical decisions during pre-
clinical and clinical trials based on 
international regulatory knowledge

Pre-clinical 
& clinical 
studies

Biology Knowledge Graph: Corroborate trial outcomes with pathway 
mechanisms gleaned from published molecular interactions

Embase: Evaluate studies based on up-to-date and broad information 
on disease, targets, therapies, study organisms and more.

ScienceDirect & Scopus: Explore cutting-edge perspectives and 
research trends to understand trial design or unexpected outcomes

PharmaPendium: Monitor, identify and interpret safety signals on a 
timely basis to quickly act and manage risk strategies.

Embase
Manage drug life cycle and effective 
surveillance using the most widely 
recommended international 
biomedical database

Post-market 
surveillance 
& follow-up 
studiesBiology Knowledge Graph: Review growing data on molecular 

interactions to update safety reports and maximize a drug’s life cycle

ScienceDirect & Scopus: Augment post-market insights with 
comprehensive research insights or find experts for collaborations

INFORMATION FLOW: DATA TO INSIGHTS
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Entellect®

With large amounts of data accumulating, pharma and life science 
organizations can leverage computational technologies to extract 
more insights from effective reuse of data.

Efficiency. Expertise. Entellect.
Entellect is a data integration platform designed to connect life 
science data across domains and research phases, enabling data 
reuse, empowering analytics and compressing time to insight.

With Entellect, organizations customize how they access FAIRified, 
analytics-ready data, connecting in-house knowledge with Elsevier 
data and global research to advance every stage of the drug 
discovery, development and post-market monitoring workflow.

The outcome is data-driven R&D that sparks discoveries, methods 
and insights to accelerate modern science:

• Reveal new understanding about the biology of diseases  
and targets

• Harmonize and prepare data for predictive and  
exploratory analytics

• Identify and prioritize research focus areas based on 
comprehensive evaluation of all available evidence

• Leverage the interoperability of FAIR Data to virtually integrate 
in-house data with Elsevier data

• Employ smarter searching of scientific natural language text to 
highlight relevant information



Reaxys®

Reaxys empowers chemistry research and development by providing 
structure, property and reaction data, experimental procedures and 
literature. It is designed to support early drug discovery, education, 
material selection and synthesis planning; its capabilities include 
data export and integration to enable harmonized analysis of 
in-house and external data. Reaxys improves R&D productivity by 
delivering the facts the way chemists need them.

High-quality and detailed information
Reaxys is based on a comprehensive database of organic, inorganic 
and organometallic chemistry data and literature. It focuses on 
experimental facts and data that is ready for use in the lab.

Easy to use
The intuitive online user interface has a clean presentation of search 
options and results. It retrieves relevant data and citations and 
presents them in optimal formats for chemistry research.

Effective search options
User-friendly search options let researchers quickly plan and 
execute searches for compound, property, reaction and bioactivity 
data. Reaxys includes an intuitive, single-click search option called 
Ask Reaxys that interprets keyword-based queries and quickly 
retrieves results.

Optimal synthetic routes
Reaxys provides support for manual and automated synthesis route 
planning to help users rapidly see all the synthesis options.

More rapid answers
By providing instant access to critical experimental information, 
Reaxys saves users from the arduous task of retrieving full papers 
and searching for the relevant information.

Integration options
Reaxys provides multiple options for integration into your existing 
tool and system environment, including real-time programming 
access to the system and delivery of structure and reaction data for 
in-house use. 

What’s more, Reaxys is interoperable with Elsevier’s other research 
solutions, including ScienceDirect, Scopus, PharmaPendium and 
Reaxys Medicinal Chemistry. That means easier and faster access to 
more information.

Reaxys answers all your chemistry questions:
• Does an organic, inorganic or organometallic 

compound exist?

• What do we know about this compound in terms of 
structure, properties and reactions?

• How can I obtain this compound? Should I synthesize 
or purchase it?

• Who else is working on this compound or reaction type?

Physical sciences, including:
• Chemistry

• Chemical engineering

• Material sciences

Life sciences, including:
• Biochemistry

• Pharmacology

• Toxicology

• Biological sciences

Health sciences, including:
• Medicine

Physical  
sciences

Life  
sciences

Health  
sciences

>16,000
Chemistry-related periodicals

>276,000
Compounds isolated from natural products

>500,000,000
Published experimental facts

52,500,000
Chemical reactions

>7,100,000
Experimental procedures

>124,000,000
Organic, inorganic and organometallic compounds
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Reaxys® Medicinal Chemistry

Reaxys Medicinal Chemistry empowers hit identification and lead 
optimization with normalized compound–target affinity data and 
pharmacokinetic, efficacy, toxicity, safety and metabolic profiles. It 
enables accurate structure–activity analyses and allows data export 
to existing computational environments for harmonized analysis 
of in-house and external data.

Superior coverage and powerful analytics
Reaxys Medicinal Chemistry combines the largest and best-
organized medicinal chemistry database in the world with 
dedicated tools to provide insight into result sets and allow data 
export and sharing. 

Confidence for drug development decisions
Choosing the right compound to develop during the preclinical 
phase of drug discovery research saves time and money. Reaxys 
Medicinal Chemistry supports rapid decision-making in drug 
repurposing and lead identification, validation and optimization.

Normalized data for easy assessments
To facilitate comparisons of biodata from different publications 
and assay types, all of the data in Reaxys Medicinal Chemistry is 
normalized for consistency. Each data point has a pX value that 
quantifies compound-target affinity. The pX values are displayed 
within the Heatmap View, which provides a clear overview of the 
relationships between compounds and their targets. 

Multiple ways to find answers 
The web-based user interface provides access to dedicated search 
query options: bioactivity, substances and literature. This allows 
users to quickly construct precise searches. The database can 
also be queried with Ask Reaxys: a tool that supports a type of 
‘natural language’ input, interprets the query and retrieves specific 
information in its most relevant form.

Integration options
Reaxys Medicinal Chemistry provides multiple options for 
integration into your existing tool and system environment. This 
includes real-time programming access to the system and delivery 
of structure and reaction data for in-house use, such as QSAR/
QSPR modeling and chemical space analyses.

What’s more, Reaxys Medicinal Chemistry and Reaxys are available 
as a fully integrated research solution accessed through a single 
user interface for deeper insight into the relationships between 
chemical properties and bioactivity.

>133,000
Medicinal chemistry patents

>5,000
Drug discovery and pharmacology journals

>378,000
Medicinal chemical articles

>38,300,000
Bioactivity data points

>7,400,000
Compounds with bioactivity

>28,600
Druggable targets

Disease

Identify targets

Pharmacological 
e�ects

Chemical 
space

Optimization

PRECLINICAL
Fail early, fail cheap



Embase®

Embase is the world’s largest database of biomedical evidence 
from published, peer-reviewed literature, in-press publications 
and conference abstracts. 

It enables drug and medical device manufacturers to establish 
uniqueness, provide evidence of safety and to comply with 
pre- and post-market regulatory requirements. Additionally, the 
Cochrane Collaboration recommends Embase for systematic 
reviews that support evidence-based treatment decisions.

Enhanced pharmacovigilance and post-market drug 
monitoring with Embase + PharmaPendium
• Monitor the biomedical literature for toxicity data, adverse events, 

therapeutic comparison studies and postmarket results.

• Seamlessly connect to PharmaPendium to inform risk management 
and mitigation strategies with direct access to FDA and EMA drug 
approval documents, Advisory Committee Meetings and FAERS 
safety information.

Drug and medical device safety research
• Capture the most relevant and up-to-date information from 

comprehensive journal and conference coverage.

• Avoid missing relevant articles given in-depth, full-text indexing 
of drug and device trade names, linked to manufacturer names 
and related procedures.

• Find any mention of your and your competitors’ drugs and 
medical devices.

Systematic reviews of medical literature
• Generate comprehensive, systematic reviews using trusted 

biomedical information and clinical evidence.

• Refine searches and get results faster using specific search limits, 
such as Cochrane review, controlled clinical trial, meta analysis, 
randomized controlled trial and systematic review.

Regulatory compliance
• Track all published and peer-reviewed biomedical information 

on products to quickly review reported side effects and adverse 
events information.

• Compare therapeutic effects of two or more substances on a 
disease, look up reported economic evaluations of specific drug 
therapies or disease management, track a specific drug trade 
name in the literature and retrieve information needed to comply 
with legislation and regulations.

• Use in-depth information to assist in filing of regulatory 
documentation, such as New Drug Applications (NDA), clinical 
trial research and program management, including writing proto-
cols and study reports.

Embase Scope & Content

9% General clinical medicine
9%  Pharmacology & toxicology
8% Genetics, biochemistry  & molecular biology
6% Neurology & behavioral medicine
5% Psychiatry & mental health
5%  Biomedical engineering & medical devices
5%  Microbiology & infectious diseases
4%  Healthcare information & policy
4%  Oncology
3% Cardiology & hematology
3% Immunology & allergy
2%  Pediatrics
2% Veterinary medicine
2%  Obstretrics & gynecology
3%  Endocrinology & diabetes
1%  Anesthesiology & intensive care
1%  Nephrology & urology
1%  Respiratory medicine
1%  Gastroenterology
1% Dentistry
1%  Dermatology
25%  Other
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>2,740,000+
Pages of FDA approval documents

4,678
Drugs indexed and fully searchable

>283,000+
Pages of EMA approval documents

>2,048,000+
Pharmacokinetic data lines

>14,769,000+
FDA AERS reports

>448,000+
Metabolizing enzyme and transporter data lines

>748,000+
Pages from FDA advisory committee meetings docs

>2,031,000
Safety data lines

PharmaPendium®

As a decision support solution for preclinical and clinical 
development researchers, PharmaPendium provides comparative 
regulatory-based evidence on precedent drugs. PharmaPendium’s 
extracted content from literature, FDA and EMA drug approval 

documents, FDA Adverse Events Reports and FDA Advisory 
Committee documents helps researchers make better-informed 
decisions on drug safety assessments, drug candidate selection and 
risk management decisions during development.

PharmaPendium offers: 
Critical context around preclinical and clinical studies from FDA and 
EMA approval documents:

• Original drug approval documents, that are often hard to access, 
can be searched in full text  to leverage insights around regulatory 
and safety concerns on precedent drugs, thus helping to mitigate 
drug development risks and streamlining communication with 
regulatory agencies.

Comparative and searchable content to enable fast retrieval of 
critical information:

• An expert team of scientists manually reviews and extracts 
information from FDA and EMA documents and literature 
relating to drug safety, toxicity, pharmacokinetics, metabolizing 
enzymes and transporters. Extracted data is organized as 
preclinical and clinical data to provide critical translational 
insights into drug development decisions.

Multiple taxonomies and filter options help pinpoint the most 
relevant information quickly:

• Expert medical taxonomies allow you to search and filter data 
across drug classes, chemical substructures, targets, adverse 
events and a range of pharmacokinetic and metabolizing enzymes 
and transporters parameters. Data can be easily exported for use 
in analytical models.

PharmaPendium helps scientists:
• Understand and compare the regulatory context of preclinical 

and clinical observations across drugs and adverse events to help 
streamline communication with regulatory agencies.

• Obtain one-of-a-kind access to translational views of drug safety, 
pharmacokinetic and metabolizing enzymes and transporters 
data, to better mitigate risk and inform critical decisions when 
prioritizing and directing candidates for development.

• Reduce regulatory cycling and pre-clinical and clinical 
development costs by leveraging critical insights from best-in-
class drug information.

• Reduce development costs by learning from approved drugs and 
identifying drug safety risks earlier.

• Create modeling sets, e.g. model therapeutic windows, on new 
drug projects earlier and more effectively than ever before, and 
model the effects of different chemical substructures or active 
groups on exposure properties.

• Compare internally generated exposure data with drugs sharing 
similarities in class, chemistry or targets.

• Make drug development project risk assessments: e.g. can this 
drug be properly delivered at a safe dose?

• Most comprehensive risk assessment with highest quality 
predictions of harmful drug-drug interactions.



Biology Knowledge Graph

Find ways to more thoroughly and confidently validate new drug 
targets, identify new disease biomarkers, repurpose old or ineffective 
drugs for new indications and review the ocean of genetic variation 
data to drive the development of targeted therapeutics.

To address these challenges, researchers need to rapidly evaluate 
their experimental data in the context of previously published 
results—a daunting task, considering that over a million new 
scientific papers are published each year. The Biology Knowledge 
Graph, a part of Elsevier R&D Solutions for Pharma & Life Sciences, 
simplifies this process by enabling researchers to rapidly query 
millions of molecular interactions gleaned from the scientific 
literature, and to understand how their experimental results reflect 
the underlying biology of a disease or drug response.

Researchers can feel more confident in their research decisions 
knowing they have access to the most comprehensive collection of 
molecular interaction data anywhere.

Content Core

1,668+
Full-text journals

10,600+
Total journals covered

30,000,000+
PubMed abstracts

314,500+
Clinical trials

Knowledgebase of biological relationships:

5,100,000+
Full-text articles

65,800,000+
Referenced and viewable facts

12,500,000+
High-quality relationships

2,317
Curated pathways
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43,000,000+
Patent links from 5 patent offices

ScienceDirect®

The leading platform of peer-reviewed literature that helps you 
drive innovation
ScienceDirect helps pharma and life sciences companies accelerate the discovery 
of new therapeutics by keeping researchers connected to the latest developments 
and insights in disease biology, drug discovery, pharmacology, pre-clinical, clinical 
studies, and safe use of drugs and medical devices.

How can ScienceDirect help you achieve your R&D and product 
innovation goals? 

Uncover more novel science
Spark innovation and retain your competitive edge by keeping on top of the 
latest developments in your field and beyond

Increase your efficiency and effectiveness
Find answers more quickly with advanced search and retrieval capabilities, 
including ScienceDirect Topics, Personal Recommender and Enhanced Reader

Support your decisions with the highest-quality scientific information 
Deliver evidence in support of critical decisions and minimize late-stage risk by 
referencing relevant full-text peer-reviewed literature covering experiments and trials

16,000,000+
Journal articles & book chapters

Scopus®

Scopus search & analytics informs R&D strategy and planning
Scopus helps businesses stay abreast of scientific developments, track key 
research, identify key opinion leaders and stay ahead of the competition. Updated 
daily, Scopus drives discovery and innovation forward at your company and helps 
gain insights to make smart business decisions.

How can Scopus help you achieve your R&D goals?

Track research trends
Stay ahead of research trends and the latest innovations with rich search and 
analytics of literature, authors, and affiliations

Analyze peer & competitor output 
Examine scientific discoveries from key market players to benchmark competition 
and uncover white space

Discover key opinion leaders
Find the best minds in a specific field of study or industry

Check and compare job candidates 
Evaluate candidates’ production, citations and h-index against others in the 
same field

78,800,000+
Abstract & citation records

25,300+
Peer-reviewed titles

5,000
Publishers

 “Articles-in-press” from 

8,000+
Journals

2,500
Journals

39,000+
Books



QUOSA™

Discover, extract, curate and share knowledge
QUOSA is an enterprise solution designed to support individual or 
organization-wide literature and knowledge management needs 
that are critical to functions like R&D, Pharmacovigilance and 
Medical Affairs.

QUOSA allows literature surveillance and 
knowledge discovery via federated searches 
across many paid and public sources.

QUOSA Software & Services

Online literature databases

Conference Documents

Internal Libraries

Patents

Drug and device safety
Screen and triage literature 
for adverse events 

Medical affairs
Rapid response to medical 
information queries

Research & discovery
Use data to support R&D, 
pre-clinical, competitive 
intelligence, medical 
information

Automatically 
download 
abstracts and 
full texts

Review and 
organize for key 
workflows & 
global access

Give users 
easy access 
to articles

Rapid article curation
Receive alerts about new articles and automatically download and 
organize full text.

Organize collections of documents
Make your existing collection of documents easier to find by 
archiving it in a central library.

Promote current awareness
Advanced PubMed and Embase alert setup and management are 
available from within QUOSA.

Cite & write
Easy insertion of citations into documents with thousands of 
supported styles.

Easily order documents
QUOSA integrates with major document delivery providers to create 
a seamless shopping cart environment.

Better use of time and money
QUOSA de-duplicates full-text articles and helps prevent reviewing 
the same articles multiple times.
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Elsevier Professional Services

Bespoke data integration and applied analytics for 
today’s industries
Elsevier Professional Services is a team of practice consultants that 
specialize in custom content and data curation, predictive modelling, 
building knowledge graphs and other custom data solutions. As data 
science experts with backgrounds in clinical development and life 
science and engineering domains, they solve data integration and 
applied analytics challenges using interdisciplinary know-how and 
out-of-the-box thinking.

Partner with data science and domain-specific 
experts to solve complex data challenges and 
usher in novel analytics pipelines that boost 
productivity and accelerate new discoveries.

Do more with your data
Informed decisions are a cornerstone of research and development 
productivity that drives drug candidates along a more direct path to 
market. Extracting not only more but better knowledge from data is 
where we can help you excel.

• Integrate and harmonize in-house, Elsevier and third-party data 
while ensuring their future reuse

• Gain insights from predictive modelling and analytics based on 
machine learning for data-driven research

• Implement text mining to augment information discoverability 
from unstructured datasets

• Construct extraction and query algorithms along customized 
workflows to create user access dashboards

• Develop custom reports and analytics based on integrated 
external and internal datasets

Drug optimization or repurposing
• Access critical disease and target 

overview information to prioritize 
research focus areas

• Examine biological pathways in humans 
and test models to reveal molecular 
mechanisms, new indications and 
potential adverse outcomes

• Scan the competitive, patent 
and market landscape for novel 
repurposing opportunities and 
potential partners

Safety risk assessment
• Anticipate pre-clinical toxicology 

through molecular structure analysis

• Predict human toxicity based on 
animal-human concordance studies

• Analyze knowledge of approved drugs 
to detect potential safety signals

• Determine risk factors for future 
litigation, post-market withdraw  
or relabeling

Cheminformatics
• Unify data across internal databases, 

stockrooms, ELNs and external sources

• Capture a comprehensive picture of 
the properties, reactions, licensing, 
and sourcing of compounds

• Extract and query data automatically 
to a dashboard as an integrated team 
access point

• Eliminate silos, facilitate data access 
across stakeholders
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R&D Solutions
Elsevier’s solutions provide data, analytics and technology 
capabilities to help pharmaceutical & life sciences customers 
make data-driven drug discovery and development decisions 
and streamline literature monitoring for pharmacovigilance. 
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SOUTH AMERICA 
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For more information about R&D Solutions,  
visit elsevier.com/rd-solutions
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